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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Former BlackRock analyst and fund manager Edward Dowd is one of the brave few who have

been trying to get the word out about dangers of COVID-19 shots. While I've interviewed him

twice — once about the mathematical certainty of a Hnancial collapse and a second time about

his book, "Cause Unknown: The Epidemic of Sudden Deaths in 2021 and 2022," — his information

is Hnally getting mainstream media attention.

In an interview with Tucker Carlson, he explains that media outlets like Yahoo have picked up on

the undeniable increase in deaths among young, healthy adults. However, they're quick to state

that such deaths are not due to COVID-19 shots.  But Dowd isn't deterred. As A Midwestern

Doctor noted on Substack:

"Ed Dowd has focused on utilizing a narrower set of evidence and tying it to one of the

most persuasive arguments currently available for shifting the narrative. A statistically

impossible spike in sudden deaths has occurred in the healthiest segment of the

population and has happened in tandem with a spike in disability (this is why we are now

having labor shortages)."

Dowd is intent on bringing global attention to this surge in deaths and disability that has occurred

since the COVID-19 shot campaign rolled out, and he's not willing to let anyone, or any entity, stop

him. "We have the data. We have the evidence," he says, "and there's a large global murder scene

that just occurred."

Insurance Company Data Reveal 40% Death Surge

"Cause Unknown" details data showing the shots are a crime against humanity. Some of that data

comes from private insurance companies, which love to sell group life insurance policies to large

Fortune 500 corporations and mid-sized companies because they hardly ever have to pay out on

a claim.

Workers at these corporations tend to be in good health, with industry data suggesting the group

life policyholders have one-third the mortality rate of the general U.S. population. The death rates

have historically been highly predictable among this group — until 2021. A report released by the

Society of Actuaries  found mortality spikes of 40% or more that year.

Insurance companies had sizeable increases in payouts for death and disability. Dowd tweeted

February 1, 2022, that Hnancial insurance company Unum reported a signiHcant increase in their

beneHt ratio (payouts versus premiums) in their life segment. Dowd tweeted:

"In 2021 they saw a 17.4% increase vs 2020. This is higher than the 13.3% increase vs

2019. So the higher payouts in 21 are occurring with a miracle vaccine & less virulent

strains … In 2019 the unit had $266 million proOt, last year a proOt of $82 million & this

year a loss of -$192 million. A swing of $458 million lower over 2 years. Important to

remember these are employed working age folks."

Dowd also reported data from funeral homes, including company Carriage Services, which was

_ooded with business. He tweeted:

"Business has been quite good since the introduction of the vaccines & the stock was up

106% in 2021. Curious no? Guys this is shocking as 89% of Funeral homes are private in

US. We are seeing the tip of the iceberg."

Steve Kirsch also published data on Substack  showing that, among the COVID-jabbed aged 65

and younger, sudden death was the No. 1 cause of death in 2021 and 2022. The second was

cardiac-related death, and cancer was third. Importantly, the incidence of turbo-charged cancer

among the jabbed was signiHcant in this group, and myocarditis killed more than COVID-19.

In addition to sudden deaths, cardiac issues became a major cause of death in vaccinated young

people under the age of 65. No myocarditis deaths were seen among unvaxxed people in the

same age group.

Disability Numbers Skyrocket

Dowd also looked into the number of disabled people in the U.S., using high-frequency data from

the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. The agency uses a monthly telephone survey that asks, "Are

you or someone in your home disabled and not able to work?" Prior to COVID-19 shots, Dowd

said, there were 29 million to 30 million disabled people on an absolute basis, a rate that

remained steady for four or Hve years.

In February 2021, a trend change occurred, reaching a high of 33.2 million in September 2022,

with numbers still trending up. That's a three standard deviation rate of change since May 2021,

which means that the chance of this happening is 0.03% — highly unusual.

Dowd explains, "Of the 3.2 million newly disabled Americans, 1.7 were employed but came from

the employed population of the country." This is signiHcant, he says, because:

"The employed people of this country are, generally speaking, by the very fact that they

wake up in the morning, get in their car and drive to work, healthier than the general U.S.

population.

By the very nature of doing work, you're healthier. And that's a fact that's never been

challenged before. The health outcome for the employed has been disastrous. Since

February 2021, their disability rate is up 31% … the general U.S. population's disability

rate is up 9%."

Dowd believes this jump in disability among the workforce is the reason why there's a labor

shortage and you're seeing "help wanted" signs much more than in the past. He also observed an

interesting trend among people who quit or left the workforce during this time period — their

disability rate didn't jump like those still working, many of whom were likely subjected to shot

mandates to keep their jobs:

"More importantly, those not in the labor force — those who quit or got Ored — their

disability rate is only up 4%. And I suspect those are the people who either didn't take the

vaccine and were Ored or quit and refused to take the vaccine. So those of us who have

had the best health outcomes in the country since [COVID-19] vaccination began are

those not in the labor force."
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'There's a Coverup'

Mass COVID-19 shots and mandates are the only factors that changed during that time that

would make being employed a risk to your health, but the government isn't investigating them.

Why? "There's a coverup, at the very least," Dowd says, adding:

"I don't know that they're protecting POzer, per se. They're protecting all sorts of monied

interests. When this COVID thing happened, there were a lot of beneOciaries from it.

Central banks got off the hook from, what I saw, was a global slowdown, so they were

able to print unprecedented amounts of money to cover up what we're going to have

eventually, a global sovereign debt default — it's coming. So they got off the hook.

You had the tech companies excited, licking their chops, for the new surveillance

economy. They knew that was coming. So, they joyfully entered into partnership with the

government to censor any dissent. And they were excited about those future cashgows

of surveillance.

Then you have the pharma companies who were going to be able to make money off of,

what they saw, were unlimited vaccines, quarterly injections, that was the plan at the time

… under the color of law. And then you have the media companies who were getting

cashgows from pharmaceutical companies and also the government.

We found out the government paid media companies to promote the vaccine …

momentum built and there was a conspiracy of interests. Now that the vaccine is coming

to light that it's causing death and injury, they all have an interest to keep this thing under

wraps."

The More Vaxxed the Country, the Higher the Excess Deaths

Dowd believes the effects of COVID-19 shots appear to be cumulative, so he urges those who've

already been injected to stop getting boosters. He also feels there's enough alarming data to

warrant the COVID-19 shot program being stopped immediately, as the death and disability from

the shots could easily exceed that from COVID-19.

"This is the greatest crime scene I've ever seen in my life," he says. "The greatest humanitarian

toll we're ever going to talk about. And it's going to last with us for years to come. The economic

ramiHcations are stark."

Dowd and colleagues have been tracking what they call Humanity Projects at their website,

Phinance Technologies.  There, you can see the data they're tracking along with their related

analyses. They state:

"We live in a world where regulatory institutions are captured by Onancial and political

interests, either unwilling or unable to get to the truth of the issues they set out to

investigate and regulate on behalf of the individuals in society.

Without unbiased and comprehensive research, there is a risk of misguided policy

decisions at best, and at worst, negligence and malpractice. Never has this been more

apparent than during the Covid-19 pandemic. In this context, we need independent

agents to act as gatekeepers of the public interest. We intend to be such agents, and to

provide high-quality research to other individuals and institutions who seek similar

outcomes."

One trend they've found is that the more vaccinated the country, the higher the excess mortality.

Denmark, which is one of the most highly vaccinated, stands out. "They had an interesting

experience," Dowd says.

"Every age cohort experienced greater excess mortality year over year. So 2021 was over

2020, and 2022 was over 2021, across all age cohorts … their death rate was on the

decline … and it's going back up. So Denmark has experienced detrimental health

outcomes. Curiously enough, while I was writing the book, they effectively banned the

vaccine for [those] under 50, where they said, We'd rather you get COVID than take the

vaccine.'"

Health Agencies 'in Coverup Mode'

When asked why health agencies aren't stepping in to investigate the surge in sudden deaths,

Dowd suspects they're all MIA because "they're in coverup mode." "I won't rest until we stop

what's going on," he says, adding that a lot of Hrst responders are still facing mandates to get the

shot and some universities still require it.

He's hoping for more whistleblowers to come out and congressional hearings to break through

the deafening "misinformation" narrative that's still very much permeating society.

Critics of his data suggest the excess deaths are due to long COVID, but Dowd says he has yet to

see a study showing this is the case — and there's no deHnition of what long COVID actually is.

Further, many "long COVID" symptoms mirror adverse reactions to COVID-19 shots.

If you or a loved one has been affected, the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Working Group's

(FLCCC) I-RECOVER  protocol can be downloaded in full,  giving you step-by-step instructions

on how to treat reactions from COVID-19 injections.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews

it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
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COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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The reality is that previously healthy individuals are dying “suddenly and unexpectedly” after covid-19 vaccination. These people are of

all ages with no signs of pre-existing heart conditions end up with sudden adult death syndrome. The reality is that these mostly

vaccinated people are being hospitalized and diagnosed with new heart problems (myocarditis and pericarditis) and vaccine-induced

thrombotic thrombocytopenia. Medical examiners in Germany performed autopsies on thirty-Hve people who died within twenty days of

receiving a second dose of the mRNA vaccine. 71% had vascular damage heart failure, vascular aneurysm, pulmonary embolism,

myocardial infarction, fatal stroke, and vaccine-induced thrombotic thrombocytopenia.

Dr Peter McCullough: “The high output of post-vaccination autopsy should encourage families and doctors to push for post-mortem

examinations so we can learn more about how this medical procedure leads to such a great loss of life human." New research published

in the peer-reviewed journal Nature Cardiovascular Research draws attention to the tens of millions of new serious health problems that

have emerged around the world. In the three months after the injection, a person's risk of developing high blood pressure increases by

25 percent, the study also found.

With depression, eczema, diabetes and cellulite, the risk is increased by 10 to 20 percent after the injection compared to before the

injection. The worst risk of all is myocarditis, the study explains. Getting a covid shot increases your risk of heart in_ammation by a

staggering 260 percent, especially if you're a man. alexberenson.substack.com/.../urgent-mrnas-jabs-may-have-caused  (02/28/2023)

petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/found-dead-at-home-after-covid-19  (2022) .----link.springer.com/.../s00392-022-02129-5  (2022)
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PFIZER, CDC WITHHELD EVIDENCE OF MYOCARDITIS AFTER COVID SHOTS, NEW DOCUMENTS REVEAL

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/myocarditis-pHzer-covid-vaccine/  (03/17/2923) Leading Japanese scientist Dr. Masanori

Fukushima has warned that the damage caused by C-19 vaccines is now a global problem. Dr. Masanori Fukushima sued the

Japanese government for hiding the truth about COVID-19 injections below.

www.brighteon.com/0339147a-4952-4be9-947a-9a864b3d7d04  (2023).------ In the video below, Hirofumi Yanagase, a member

of Japan's House of Councilors, speaks about the increase in excess deaths in Japan related to COVID vaccines.

The Worldwide Corona Crisis, Global Goup d'Etat Against Humanity, was published in Japanese.

www.globalresearch.ca/video-japan-waking-up-facts-covid-19-injections-..  (03/18/2023).---------- Why would so many countries

big and small, rich and poor, in different parts of the world, some with congested cities, some sparsely populated, cold weather

or hot weather, tropical or desert, high altitude or low altitude, small islands or landlocked— why would they all see increases in

COVID-19 deaths after mass vaccination?. The graphics in the link:

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-vaccine-deaths-cause-unknown..  (2023)
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Dammit Gui, the worst of it all? As bad as the Deaths are, they are immediate and jump out for those who can read Hgures, data.

The worst of it is Just How Extensive, Extreme is the damage to the individuals Immune Systems, and Health. How can such not

be already in progress? What are they, and are they set, life long? And just as ugly, this stage of epidemic no matter how strong it

may start at, will most likely just keep growing. Because these things for the most part aren't just _ipping switches on or off, but

this is why the Drop Dead directly after Jab/s is such a major Red Flag, Stop Sign.

The long term damage caused by something so vicious the situation of how long the long term affects may kick in affords the

Machine to engage in the usual confuse, fog, and create fear directed in the wrong direction. As a side note, isn't it telling when

someone like Dowd has to rely on access to public Hnancial records from so many other sources other than the "authorities

oqcial redacted, or data just not even done by Fauci & Friends along with Big P-Harma sly sleight of hand, distract, disinform,

redirect, deny sources."
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Gui- Here's an actor who just died at age 60-abcnews.go.com/US/wireStory/lance-reddick-wire-john-wick-star-dies-60-..

 Oqcially he died of "Natural Causes". This is happening way too often. Will we ever know if he got the jab? Probably he did since

many actors have to be. groundreport.in/a-list-of-young-people-who-died-of-a-sudden-heart-atta..

 pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34664804  Many people in the U.S. die from cardiac arrest with many probable causes every year.

Many are low in essential nutrients like magnesium which doctors rarely check for.

RBC (red blood cell) magnesium blood test is rarely given since it is a specialized test. That test indicates how much magnesium

is in cells (39% of total mag in body) 60% is in bones and the remaining 1% is in blood which takes priority and pulls mag from

cells or bones. That test is the serum level and is the most often tested. Too many people are dying because proper blood tests

to check for nutrient deHciencies are rarely given and are expensive and that should change. Treat the underlying cause of any

disease and the outcomes will be more positive.
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Oh well; I wasn't going to comment - but, I have to! This is the biggest con, deception, fraud, hoax, psyops...whatever you want to

call it - in history! There never was a "pandemic"; although, there is one now...a pandemic of death and destruction - malicious

(with malice and forethought) mass murder from the gene editing shots! I also don't believe in any "Long Covid". People are still

catching the cold and _u. We are constantly bombarded with toxins/poisons, right down to the chemicals in the clothes we wear.

Home cleaning products, personal "health" products, pesticides, herbicides, GMO's, EMF, 5G, SAI (chemtrails)...the list goes on

and on! Is it any wonder, society is perpetually sick? Now, we have countless people dropping dead from the nanobot shots. We

are indeed, living in the Twilight Zone! From the very beginning of this psyops - "The New Normal"?. How could people not see it?

That was a HUGE red _ag! I've been researching "secret societies" for well over a decade; Bilderberg, CFR, Skull and Bones,

Committee of 300, et al.

Today, they all seem to be under the umbrella of the WEF, WHO and UN (Banksters) - the same membership! The "Great Reset"
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Epidemic of Sudden Adult Deaths Finally Made News
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked

Former BlackRock fund manager Edward Dowd is bringing attention to the surge in deaths and disability that has occurred since the COVID-

19 shot campaign rolled out



Group life policyholders, who are typically healthier than the general population, experienced mortality spikes of 40% in 2021

Disability numbers among the workforce reached a high of 33.2 million in September 2022, with numbers still trending up — a highly

unusual increase



Central banks, pharmaceutical companies, Big Tech and the media all beneHted from the pandemic and have an interest in covering up what

Dowd describes as a “large global murder scene”



Dowd believes there’s enough alarming data to warrant the COVID-19 shot program being stopped immediately, as the death and disability

from the shots could easily exceed that from COVID-19
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Today, they all seem to be under the umbrella of the WEF, WHO and UN (Banksters) - the same membership! The "Great Reset"

isn't something that's coming. It's being rolled out now! IoT's, Build Back Better, nothing owned - everything shared. The

construction/developments around here, are so out of control - it's insane! On the street where I live, they're tearing down ONE

house, in order to build TWELVE town homes on the same property - 12!

Pack 'em and Stack 'em all the way! I wonder; who will be moving into these tens of thousands of LUXURY residences? This has

been going on for the past three years; and it isn't slowing down - it's increasing! Vanguard and Blackrock come to mind. ---

Getting back to the Death Jabs; we're now being told that "spring booster shots" will be "available". This will not end unless

someone stops it, somehow! Everyone involved in these heinous crimes, must be made to suffer - greatly!
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Trust is like a rare bird. Once it _ies away, it may never return. Will we ever be able to trust our appointed representatives, health

care system or any oqcial announcement ever again? The Whitehouse, the NHS and parliament and have been captured into the

globalist web of lies and deceit. The well of corruption in politics is deep, and we can skim the surface thanks to brave,

professional voices that put the welfare of others before their own. Not so sure about the hangers on and those who jump on the

bandwagon.

It seems the risk of injection is not conHned to cardiovascular health but also may affect the brain. “Under no circumstances

could someone accept a blood clot in the brain with the vaccine in the hopes of not getting COVID-19. That tradeoff is untenable

and yet another reason why vaccine promoters have lost trust from a discerning public.” Central Venous Thrombosis of the Brain

after SARS-CoV-2 Infection and mRNA Vaccination. petermcculloughmd.substack.com/.../central-venous-thrombosis
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Thank you Just, fvtomasch, Randy and Cabochon for your interesting comments. Everything has its beginning and continuity in

the terrible damage of biological weapons against C-19. From event 201, the powers of the pharmaceutical lobbies and greedy

billionaires in the management of the WHO, the complicity of government institutions, including the defense department, the

power of the globalist elite, to the false recognition of the trials falsely claiming “safe and effective”. KAREN KINGSTON & DR.

PAUL ALEXANDER: PFIZER VIOLATED THE OPERATION WARP SPEED (OWS) CONTRACTUAL AGREEMENT WITH POTUS TRUMP;

KINGSTON DISCUSSES THE BREACHES AS A CONTRACT EXPERT

Trump made sure PHzer COVID vaccine contract was written in a way to protect the United States; it had to be safe & effective;

under Obama & Bush admin laws were passed that allowed Under Obama & Bush admin laws were passed that allowed PHzer to

get away with murder, but in the OWS contract it was written PHzer could not get away with murder & Trump's skill as a business

man is there, 6 times stated must be 'safe and effective'. More to come on this I think, Trump is no fool.

palexander.substack.com/p/karen-kingston-and-dr-paul-alexander?utm_sou..  (03/17/2023) BRAVE SASHA DISCUSSES HOW

THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE HAS SEIZED BIG PHARM.

sagehana.substack.com/p/jimmy-dore-people-didnt-even-know?utm_source=p..  (03/18/2023)l
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(UPDATED) EXCLUSIVE SUMMARY: COVID-19 VACCINE CONCERNS. DATED: JANUARY 13, 2023 BY SHARYL ATTKISSON A great

initiative to take a closer look at what BigPharma is hiding, the FDA and the CDC, about the true risks of the vaccine. Investigative

journalist Sharyl Attkisson is recording all known cases of Covid-19 “vaccine” injuries and deaths in an updated list on her

website. Some of the latest updates include cases of CNS demyelination, functional neurological disorder, decreased immunity,

Bell's palsy, antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE), appendicitis, diabetes, Graves' disease autoimmune disorder, Clarkson's

disease, disorders heart attacks, Guillain-Barre autoimmune palsy, Hepatitis C reactivation and death, Herpes zoster infection,

lymphadenopathy, Functional Neurological Disorder (FND), Graves disease and blood clots, etc., all derived from injections.

The restrictions of biological weapons in various countries and complaints from scientists and doctors are also analyzed. For

example, in the UK, some scientists scrutinized reports of adverse events and called on the Medicines and Healthcare Products

Regulatory Agency to suspend covid-19 vaccines as "unsafe for human use" due to reports of bleeding/clotting problems, pain,

immune system, neurological, vision/hearing/smell/speech loss and questions about the impact on pregnant women.

sharylattkisson.com/2023/01/exclusive-summary-covid-19-vaccine-concern..  (01/13/2023).----- A new study in the Journal of

Neurology examines potential links between PHzer and Moderna vaccines and acute demyelination of the central nervous

system (CNS), including multiple sclerosis (MS). Demyelinating diseases damage the protective covering that surrounds nerve

Hbers in the brain, optic nerves, and spinal cord, leading to neurological problems, paresthesias, sphincter disturbance, and limb

weakness." link.springer.com/.../s00415-021-10780-7  (2022)
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Research studies of vaccines are showing the increase in cancers that is related to aging, damage to the immune system and

also decreased blood _ow from your heart to organs and tissues with a severe decrease in the _ow of nutrients and oxygen in

the blood due to clotting and clogging of the arteries, veins, and capillaries throughout your vascular system. An autopsy of a

man who was injected with the Chinese _u vaccine revealed that he had spike proteins in all the cleaning organs, in his brain and

heart. All this leads to premature death from heart attacks, strokes, cancer from vaccines.

The US military has been in the midst of a mass death event ever since the Wuhan coronavirus "vaccinations" were imposed on

all military personnel. The cancer rate in the military has tripled

thelibertydaily.com/bombshell-cover-up-cancer-diagnoses-in-the-militar..  (2022) The analysis of clinical trial data and adverse

events following the roll-out of C19 mRNA injections exceeds that of all other vaccines ever rolled out. It is now apparent that the

number of adverse events not reported to VAERS runs into the tens of millions.

peterhalligan.substack.com/p/under-reporting-of-decades-of-vaccine?utm..  (03/18/2023).--- - REPRESENTING DEATHS

REPORTED TO VAERS USING THE EQUIVALENT OF DOWNED JUMBO JETS.

peterhalligan.substack.com/p/representing-deaths-reported-to-vaers?utm..  (03/18/2023).---- CENTRAL VENOUS THROMBOSIS

OF THE BRAIN AFTER SARS-COV-2 INFECTION AND MRNA VACCINATION. Neurological Disaster is Even Worse After Injection.

petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/central-venous-thrombosis-of-the?utm_..  (03/18/2023)
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Hi Gui, an interesting new video screened recently on CHD website called "Utah: Safe & Effective?" in which Robert Scott Bell

interviews numerous vaccn injured people, many in the health care Held, then shifts to why this happened and possible solutions.

ONE of the many quotes chosen in the video is attributed to Henry David Thoreau (American naturalist, essayist, poet,

philosopher and more, Hrst half 1800's), "There are thousands hacking at the branches of this evil, to one who is striking at the

root". As horrible these shots are for many, stopping these and any more in the pipeline appears far more important, yes?
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Rose these phrases that are also by Henry David link with reality: “Unjust laws exist; shall we be content to obey them, or shall we

endeavor to amend them, and obey them until we have succeeded, or shall we transgress them at once?” .----------“The

government itself, which is only the mode which the people have chosen to execute their will, is equally liable to be abused and

perverted before the people can act through it.”. “Unlike those who call themselves no-government men, I ask for, not at once no

government, but at once a better government.” .Some are opening their eyes: The effectiveness of biological weapons and the

restrictive measures against the C-19 are being denounced by many who supported them.

A medical student and researcher, I wholeheartedly supported the efforts of public health authorities regarding COVID-19. “I

believed that the authorities responded to the greatest public health crisis of our lives with compassion, diligence and scientiHc

expertise. I was with them when they asked for lockdowns, vaccines and reinforcements. I made a mistake. We in the scientiHc

community were wrong. And it cost lives.” “I can now see that the scientiHc community, from the CDC to the WHO to the FDA and

their representatives, have repeatedly exaggerated the evidence and misled the public about their own views and policies,

including about natural vs. artiHcial immunity,

The school closures and disease transmission. aerosol spread, mask mandates, and vaccine eqcacy and safety, especially

among youth. All of these were scientiHc errors. Surprisingly, some of these obfuscations continue to this day." “We made

science a team sport, and by doing so, we stopped being science. It became us against them, and 'they' responded in the only

way anyone could expect them to: by resisting.” www.newsweek.com/its-time-scientiHc-community-admit-we-were-wrong-abo..
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Hi Gui, you really really want to watch the recent David Martin interview by Kim Iverson, posted Friday March 17 on Rumble. The

link is below, under Lobos' thread.
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TRUMP ANNOUNCES HIS ARREST NEXT TUESDAY. Epoch Times reports: Trump’s possible indictment stems from the alleged

misclassifying of a $130,000 hush payment made to Daniels not to disclose an affair between the two, which Trump has denied.

A grand jury was empaneled in the case and expectations have been building for an indictment. Trump spokesperson Steven

Cheung told Fox News in a statement Friday that Trump is “completely innocent” and that the probe is a politically motivated

attack to hamstring his run for reelection in 2024. Now, after nine years of non stop attacks on Trump, they are attempting to

arrest him, once again. Oqcial documents leaked, that show the plan to arrest Trump on Tuesday of next week. On Truth Social,

Trump posted: WHY DO THEY SO DESPERATELY WANT TO GET RID OF TRUMP? in the link:

stopworldcontrol.com/trumparrest/?inf_contact_key=f7d9daf83d0d571f4587..  (03/18/2023)
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PFIZER MAKES DESPERATE ATTEMPT TO BLAME TRUMP FOR THEIR CRIMES IN COURT CASE PHzer's attorney made a

desperate attempt in court to throw the FDA under the bus for committing PHzer's fraud and then he tried to blame Trump for the

fraud committed by PHzer and the FDA karenkingston.substack.com/p/pHzer-makes-desperate-attempt-to?utm_sou..

 (03/18/2023)
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40+ CRITICAL FACTS TO CONSIDER BEFORE GETTING A COVID VACCINE. Click each title to open a container with more

information 1)Vaccine companies are known for fraud, failures and felonies. 2)Vaccine makers are immune from liability. 3)All

previous attempts to make coronavirus vaccines failed . 4)There is no evidence that the vaccines are safe 5)Vaccine companies

hide the data from the trials 6)There is no long term safety testing 7)There is no informed consent 8)Adverse reactions are vastly

underreported 9)The vaccines don't stop infection or transmisin 10)The fully vaccinated are getting covid 11)Covid has an

extremely low death rate 12)Covid death numbers are 100% fraud 13)Vaccine promotors own patents in the Moderna vaccine

14)Fauci is involved in illegal gain-of-function research

15)The virus continues to mutate 16)There is no scientiHc debate whatsoever 17)World leading vaccinologists are sounding the

alarm 18)The vaccines are a massive failure 19)Covid is exploding among the vaccinated 20)The vaccines destroy our immune

system 21)Highly concerning risks of the "vaccines" 22)A dramatic number of deaths among the vaccinated 23)The disregard

and disinterest in safety signals 24)The sham “full FDA-approval” of PHzer’s jabs 25)The booster debacle 26)Suppression of

highly-effective treatments 27)Natural immunity to covid is far superior 28)These vaccines regress the immune system 29)The

corrupt backstory of COVID-19 - The short versin 30)The patent record 31)The other ingredients found in the “vaccines” 32)The

_agrant disregard for the law and human rights 33)The dystopia that’s worsening 34)I want to live in a free country...............in the

link.------------ stopworldcontrol.com/vaccine-facts
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Gui, Re the question " why do all the countries " etc. More importantly, how could all such countries and their associated

authorities, such as their medical authorities ,blatently ignore ,what to many of us, were obvious falsehoods? Or to put it another

way, how can fear be so prevelent ? Look no further than 9 11. When reincarnation is recognised, everything makes sense. Until

then, nothing does...
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Common sense will tellya the population is in fragile health; fat, weak minded and prone to every preventable disease once rare.....Poor

fertility, sexual deviance and now gender confusion scream bad food, environmental toxins/drugs, economic distress pointing to

non-expressive genes and hormonal disruption....and the rise of "treatments" ignoring nutrition/toxins/economics under an inane

narrative...This following decades of enforced stupidity that led to fresh generations of compliant bio-bots.
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Whoo Hooo!!! this is for you and everyone this weekend - - 2-part recent Jan at Epoch Times interview with RFKjr are posted

along the right column below this Ed Dowd interview. This is long(ish) may take weekend; near the end, RFKJr discusses easy

Hxes to this evil empire; however, doesn't see this revolution, not yet: RFK Jr - "Pandemic Coup d'Etat" - The Dark Secrets of the

Childhood Immunization Schedule and the Vaccine Approval Process - - www.bitchute.com/.../s2iNiYGrCpuG  and part 2 "Tool of

Tyrants" - - RFK Jr - From Event 201 to Dark Winter, the Pandemic Simulations That Foreshadowed Our New Reality - -

www.bitchute.com/.../xNwzxSd3w3ks  - - interesting viewpoints are given based on RFK Jr's immense reading and

understanding American history, questions move on to the deaths of his uncle and later his father. College level course

(consolidated) in political power and corporations usurping our "democratic" republic we have been living under after WWII...you

will not want to miss this outline of corruption and power.
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I'll take the 1960s and 70s with polluted air and water along with real food, no chemtrails, no GMOs, few pharmaceuticals and

few vaccines any day.
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Capitan Randall, its is not just personal choices in food and life style. Sperm count has dropped consistently from 1940 to 1980

500 million to 250 million. It is now 125 million. Age of Hrst menses 1940 15, 1980 12, now 8-10. Mercola had a recent article

sayin that 20% of current deaths show symptoms of lead poisoning. I had hair analysis in 1978 showing lead poisoning, I only

breathed the air and read the newspaper with lead based ink. Those were not lifestyle choices.

chem.beloit.edu/classes/Chem117/lead/The%20Secret%20History%20of%20Lea..  All the chemicals in our water, air and food

were not choices made by people. They were made by corporations, the most evil creation of humanity. Corporations are a legal

entity that provides a legal shield for the worst amongst us to control , indebt and poison us. I do not know about you but I could

certainly use the 6-16 IQ points we have lost because of lead, _uoride, bromide just to begin with in our air, wate,r, soil, and food.

and food.
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Yup, Absolute facts ignored by woke folk narrative they slammed up our wazooo!
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It has been my conviction for decades that the stripping of nutrition from foods and the poisoning of the earth with deadly toxins

was/ is the reason for the trans contagion that is now the crown jewel of the anarchy that began in the late 50's. This is spiritual.

All that God created was/is good. Therefore anything that destroys steals or kills the good can be laid at the devil's feet. The

kingdoms of the world, the _esh and all that lies therein are not of the Father. From the great Heavens to the smallest particle,

the perversions of the rebellious one have dysregulated all that was once perfect. Confusion of face. Satan cannot destroy God

Almighty, so he destroys the images bearers in any way he can. What cuts the deepest is our compliance with the sick overlord

and his agenda.
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Thank you RrealRose, I plan to watch those with my wife this w/e. I'm so lucky to have a smart spouse - this madness has torn

many couples apart. Although one could argue it just exposed the failings that were always there and manifesting in other ways.

Forbidden - all you say is true, and so impossible to miss. That 80+ percent of humans are unable to see such truth makes one

wonder if God created humanity, why did he bother? It's not like they can learn anything, they're hopeless. It's no wonder the elites

think they have the right to direct their lives, they seem unable to Hgure any reality out for themselves. I'm not saying the elites

are OK, they are evil and self-serving. But they do have a point the the rest of humanity seems worthy only of being led around by

the nose. People like Mercola and Substack readers are and always will be outliers.
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Steelj - Enjoy? Oh boy, its a lesson we all need to understand what has occurred over time, from FDR telling people that fear is the

enemy to Biden instilling non-stop fear in the populace. BTW - IQ points have been under attack since the days of spraying DDT

with abandon and _uoride in drinking water, geo-engineering by spraying nanoparticles over myriad states so these are in food

and water, then mandate 72 doses of 16 dangerous shots to attend school!!! What a joke being played on all young parents 'round

the world! This nation's kids are way outta range so they simpliHed the SATS tests! Then when loans became more available,

colleges increased education costs, burdening same families w kids with loan debt for life. You can Hnish this downward spiral

sequence.
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RrealRose, I absolutely agree, people are dumber from _uoride, myriad other chemicals, and a general lifestyle of not paying

attention to anything real. That said, people have always been lacking. Astoundingly lacking. The hordes were standing in line to

follow Genghis Khan on his murderous assaults. He was the most successful human being who ever lived, if your yardstick is

domination of the largest portion of humanity. And he was a monster. It's always been so, the masses will follow any "strong"

leader, and swallow any insanity if it appeals to their animalistic herd mentality. Like I said in my earlier post, why did God bother?

Human beings are hopelessly inept and prone to evil. If they are "saved", that says nothing of the "saved" individual, he was just

fortunate to be exposed to whatever in_uence "saved" him, and it was presented in a persuasive enough manner to "save" him. To

say it's sad and discouraging is not enough, there are no words.
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Seems the 80/20 rule applies to human awareness. Many interpret such events (including Ghengis Kahn, and Biden Khant lol) as

a _aw in the human creation. Even recently, some of our dna was labled as " junk "... In parallel to this level of interpretation,

spiritual insights are being discovered, often by intuitive scientists. Not surprising given that classical science has " hit the wall ",

and q.m. is becoming more recognised. Nothing new to us " metaphysicists ", given just one premise being, " as a single atom is

random (an individual soul), the group (as with chemistry), is totally predictable.

This is why prophecies can be so damned accurate !!! ( For the more advanced, this is because, literally, there is nothing new

under the sun..it all ready exists.) These " despots" are actually following the group psychic dna program. They literally know no

better..and have a role to play. Wisdom grows lifetime after lifetime, and unlike our nearest cousins, we each are destined to grow

in consciousness.
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Jeremiah 8: Couldn't agree more, but, I believe the anarchy began in 1871 and hit deadly point in the 1920's when every one was

distracted by Prohibition. That's when medicine, nutrition, banking, education, government and all our systems in the US were

hijacked. It's all been down hill like a slow drip until now, except for the kicking and screaming. The only way out is to learn all the

information that was lost to us through indoctrination from every angle, and take control of our own families, communities, and

health. Teach others whatever skill you have to offer, and be the light. Bless you
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On the issue of Fox and Tucker Carlson, what is more critical, is Dowd offering true and accurate information, or I don't like Tucker

Carlson or Fox News? Is Rupert Murdoch and Fox in hot water for a host of reasons? Of course, they are. The thing is, for those who

have been in the trenches in life and have had the heat thrown at them have seen the habit of Legacy Media play the game of a bad or

false report "corrected" by a mention usually placed in the want ads where it is ignored by most. For those still captured by the Red/Blue

narrative an interview at Fox will be _at out ignored by Team Blue. Mission accomplished by the WEF/Globalist/Uni-party but not if we

who are paying attention to the data provided by Doc, Dowd and others stand our ground. Over the decades there has been a divide in
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who are paying attention to the data provided by Doc, Dowd and others stand our ground. Over the decades there has been a divide in

Fox between hard news and the section giving opinions.

In response, the DINO's have had opinion pieces responding in kind in various ways. The disaster of the Planned-Demic has exposed

much of this. Part of what it has exposed is while at a surface level it's all about angry opposition between both "sides," when

meanwhile behind closed doors the "sides" get their paycheck along with _ight orders from the same Predator Para$ite$. So, I've heard

it put another way. If your house in on Hre and the Fire Department shows up, would you interview each responder asking did you vote

for Trump or did you vote for Biden? Are you Red or Blue? Do you watch Fox or Racheal Maddow? Or would you more likely say, where

have you been, get your ^$$ in there and put out the Hre? The sick thing is if we hadn't allowed ourselves to be distracted by Bull Spit

this whole thing should have never happened.
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It's a pleasure Just, to see your opinions on reds and blues. Yes, neither red nor blue, the lobbies of Big Capital run the world. As

long as we have the lobbies there will be corruption. The rules of the game have not changed much, in fact they have been

strengthened: in_uence so that the information is the one that adjusts to the pharmaceutical lobby and dictate laws that beneHt

those in power. For this reason, any interest group yearns to hire those who get “results”. People who spend their lives seeking

political rent represent a huge opportunity cost. The most important lobbies correspond to in_uential economic sectors. We

know a lot about the health/pharmaceutical lobby: one of the items with the highest spending in any public budget is Health and

it is where corruption is trapped with transfers of large sums of money as we are seeing with "vaccines" in the decisions of the

mandates and recommendations and as has been seen in many decades with drugs and all kinds of medicines while alternative

medicines were evicted by the Rockefeller school.

The big technology companies and the media contribute and drive the advancement of society, with huge amounts of money to

invest and handling billions of pieces of data. Not only do they cause tremendous damage with their interventions, which most of

the time sabotage the market and competition, it also means giving up a productive contribution to the material progress of

society.

The lobbies try to in_uence politicians to change the laws in their favor, and many times their work consists not so much in

pressing directly, but in generating a state of opinion in society that causes the political authorities to be prone to what they they

look for. In short, the function of these lobbies, their business, is to remove those below to give the money to those above. It is

clear that the way corporations in_uence our US government is having a terrible effect on the health of humanity.
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Edward Dowd discussed serious injuries and more in a recent interview. Dowd recently wrote a book called "'Cause Unknown:'

The Epidemic of Sudden Deaths in 2021 and 2022," with a foreword by Robert F. Kennedy Jr. and an afterword by Gavin De

Becker. This book lays out what Dowd said to Adams during his last speech, which you can see below. “We are in the middle of a

fraud and a cover-up, so we continue to do the job,” Dowd explained of his efforts to spread the word about mass genocide

taking place under the guise of mass “vaccination.” “It is the largest asymmetric information gap in my lifetime, which means

that 10 to 15 percent of us know exactly what is happening, the damage that has been done, how deadly these vaccines are, and

the rest of The population doesn't realize it." The result of this massive puncture effort has been widespread destruction of

health, particularly among people of working age who were the most targeted demographic for punctures.

www.brighteon.com/5d8c7046-3c45-4026-846b-c8565c8bbc0d
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Thank you Gui, when you do your thought pieces they are as valuable as your data, fact sources you share. Thing is a very long

time ago Warren Buffet made the comment, we are at war, and my side is winning. Dowd has made a similar comment about the

genocide of a Planned-Demic is War. It has only been framed as a Pandemic by clever word smithing. Heard recently while the

Mass Psychosis is still being pushed on the general population currently it seems about 20% are stuck and most likely will

remain stuck in the Fraudci Flu Circus. Yet it is about 60% who are in the middle, who adjust to information as things progress,

have smelled a rat, rejecting not only Jab/s but realizing the need to look at regular vaccines closer. It is the 60% who will turn the

tide, and we don't need the full 60% to be on board to guide policies to the truth.

Gaining ground has been slow, but each hill taken expands the possibility things can be cleaned up, and not just in the States, but

Globally. And best of all, not Globally the way the Globalist had intended. Also, heard recently, as Big Tech and all have realized as

the massive data streams poured in, they were witnessing with the General Public the current _avor of the day being pushed

would have enormous spikes and people would be uncovering the very things the Machine did not want exposed. Pushing for

solutions to Heal and Not Steal. The opinion was given the 1% have already lost and are desperate to try and put the genie back

in the bottle. This cross talk, actually being together and considering each others various opinions or life experiences to step

outside the narrow self-serving dictates of the 1% is the very thing to terrify those who believe themselves to be the New Gods.
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Thanks Just, yes, some surveys indicate a change in trend on "vaccines" and the globalist elite. Musk posted a poll online,

garnering 2.42 million votes, asking if "the World Economic Forum should control the world." 80% of the respondents said "NO". If

Elon Musk promotes freedom of expression compatible with his business project on Twitter, it is a hope to get more people to

say NO to "vaccines". A new Rasmussen Reports poll, released on January 2 and based on a representative sample of 1,000 US

adults, shows that nearly half of Americans believe that COVID-19 vaccines could potentially cause a “signiHcant number of

unexplained deaths”.

While more than a quarter said they personally knew someone who died as a result of vaccination side effects.

biz.crast.net/elon-musk-reveals-major-side-effects-after-second-covid-..  (01/22/2023)

www.theepochtimes.com/elon-musk-reveals-major-side-effects-after-2nd-c..  (01/22/2023).--- An increasing number of people

are losing trust in the main communication channels. Oqcial sources have _agrant political, industrial and ideological agendas

that misrepresent facts and misrepresent events. The rise in popularity of independent media shows that people are more

questioning and making their own decisions about important issues, history, medical decisions, and current events.

greenwald.substack.com/.../journalists-start-demanding-substack  .-- The courageous determination of people, in democracies

around the world, who publicly defend civil liberties (freedom of thought, expression, conscience and assembly) and the human

right to informed consent to take medical risks, demonstrates that the spirit of freedom lives in the hearts. and the minds of

people everywhere. Both those who gather in the public squares of cities large and small and those who watch are inspired by

this commitment to defend freedom.
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jhy7142
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Just Murdoch is in lock step with all other media giants and Carlson is either given his material or it is ok ed before every show .

The rest is theatrics for the numbed down public . These people dont pay Hnes they may say there was a Hne levied against but

you will never witness a payment . Those in charge know how to knock one side down a notch if it seems its gaining more

momentum and just maybe too many people are getting disgusted with the evil lefts agenda . Not saying the people running the

right are any less evil but the ideas are a lot more realistic .
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Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM
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The masses are always subdued by an illusion of choice.
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Trump’s possible indictment stems from the alleged misclassifying of a $130,000 hush payment made to Daniels not to disclose

an affair between the two, which Trump has denied. A grand jury was empaneled in the case and expectations have been

building for an indictment. Trump spokesperson Steven Cheung told Fox News in a statement Friday that Trump is “completely

innocent” and that the probe is a politically motivated attack to hamstring his run for reelection in 2024. Now, after nine years of

non stop attacks on Trump, they are attempting to arrest him, once again. Oqcial documents leaked, that show the plan to arrest

Trump on Tuesday of next week. On Truth Social, Trump posted: WHY DO THEY SO DESPERATELY WANT TO GET RID OF

TRUMP? in the link: stopworldcontrol.com/trumparrest/?inf_contact_key=f7d9daf83d0d571f4587..  (03/18/2023)
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Flattopsailor65
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Ed is top notch. He talks about his college buddies early on in their schooling absolutely fascinated by data and stat analysis of

anything. He and his colleagues are data nerds and proudly so. Probabllity studies get them out of bed every day. He is quite an analyst

WHO CAN DERIVE SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES FROM THE DATA. AND MAKE PREDICTIONS FROM SAME. AND COMMUNICATE THAT

VERY WELL.! That's what Ed Dowd and his team deliver. A rate treat to see and hear. Thank you, Ed.
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Agree. Watched the Tucker Carlson interview with Ed Down on Fox Nation. Amazing analysis and communication of what the real

data is portraying.
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Dowd's skills and data are the important things to focus on. Focus on the short comings of Fox or Carlson is to miss what is the

larger issue - just where are the so called "Trusted" Legacy Media? While the cracks deepen and widen for admitting some truth

in this matter, for the most part they appear to be trying to Hgure out how to spin it to carry on with the same old, same old. No

need to watch the news brought to you by PHzer, it hasn't changed much in over three years.
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“Scientism” is not science which thrives on controversy, not censorship. Einstein must have had a premonition of corruption when he is

reputed to have said “Science is a wonderful thing as long as you don’t have to earn a living from it” or the amusing cartoon of Dr

Fraudci stating that “90 per cent of scientists agree with the people who fund them”. ScientiHc “evidence” must now match the political

agenda even when dangerous injections and environmental hazards threaten human survival. But how to break the vicious cycle of

“cozy” relationships between the two?

We must be our own version of MP Andrew Bridgen or Dr Mercola and speak out whenever possible. Those MPs who walked out on his

speech signalled to the world where their allegiance lies. Full disclosure by law of an MPs business interests and aqliations before

election could prevent con_icts of interest on pain of dismissal and refund of publicly funded salaries.

popularrationalism.substack.com/p/restoring-science-how-we-can-reclaim..
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Think for one momentif most doctors had an early intervention. Their attends just didn’t go home to see if they would end up in

hospitals where the deaths occurred? Vitamin D, magnesium, zinc, K2, Quercetin, just those alone as soon as ou are diagnosedjust

think how many people would not have died.  And that October in Cambridge, my goodness how many doctors would call for his

disbarment! Get God, get healthy, get exerciseshe should be the inward thinking of all people. Emotional thinking leads to bad

decisions. Thisis a biblical premise. Get the emotions out of you and think clearly. And the emotion was fear. Fear mongering and

people ate it up and made their decisions based on their fear.  Even the lie that the lack of working people is they do not want to work.

LIE! They are dead. Think on that. They are dead. God bless those who are standing for the peple and not for the money; the love of

money is root of all evil. If ever there was a pure example of this.it is now.
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Re "The love of money is the root of all evil". Or better said, greed and corruption are the roots thereof. as expressed through the

vehicle of money. Agreed! Every human being has equal and beautiful value. We all have our innate spirit, which is inherently

valuable and lovable. If only people oriented themselves toward making big money by doing good, based on ethics and giving a

care, instead of proHteering at the misery and suffering of others, we would have a different world. I hope parents will

increasingly teach their children that we can use money-earning to do good instead of the other. God bless.
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I believe most if not all deaths occurred from treatment not from lack of vitamins or minerals thats not saying people arent

deHcient but being scared into the hospitals so the death treatments could be administered was the part they needed to convince

the people this was so deadly .
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Killed my 98 year old mother who was Hne until the jab. Everything went spiraling downward within 3 months. I know this because she

lived with me for 20+ years. Begged her not to get it but the fear mongering took precedence. Rest in peace , mom.
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I'm so sorry to read about this, and so are we all. Spirit is a place of light, love and peace. Please always remember that.God

bless and our best thoughts are with you.
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You can trust Dr. Mercola.
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None of what we're doing, or have been doing has made any inroads. The elites are still moving ahead full steam. Here is the latest from

Patrick Wood on the Trilateral commission meeting in India all govt's are invited. AI will be in charge of running the one world gov't,

central banks in charge of the collapse. Xi will come in as peace maker and in charge of global security. Two important links:  Video:

www.worldviewweekend.com/tv/video/breaking-trilateral-commission-calls..  Article on 4th Industrial Revolution:

www.lumen.com/.../4th-industrial-revolution.html
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Thanks for your links, Not sure you are correct in "having no effect". Am overwhelmed with new information coming out, starting

last week of January and onward. It may not be having a quick resolution. Many more views on all sites, not just what's reported

on youtube. From major pushback we see in many areas, "they" are running scarred. A highly enmeshed govt with major

corporations and their boards of directors (directorates) may not have quick resolution, its diqcult to keep score of the head of

which org is on which board, and the funding _owing to the FDA and CDC (from the CDC Foundation) and legacy media. Its

amazing how tight the spider web of health agencies has been woven.
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@rrealrose Wish I was wrong, but we're not winning and they're far from scared. Even that very comment shows how manipulated

we all are. But people can't see it. There is nothing stopping them, no elites have been arrested, no one involved from Fauci to

Clinton to anyone on Epstein's log. Any small wins we have are to let us believe we are getting somewhere when infact we aren't.

Maybe an individual here and there has a win. Protests haven't worked, either. They wait us out or close bank accounts.

Put chemtrails in the sky, new tick diseases killing cattle, chickens being destroyed b/c of fake bird _u, train derailments. And the

globalists still steamroll ahead while we're distractedby all of these. How are we winning? Believe what you want, but we aren't

winning and they aren't scared. This is from a vaccine right's lawyer. Worth reading. We're as manipulated as the 'masses' are.

Are The Masses Stupid? vaccinerights.substack.com/.../are-the-masses-stupid
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Thanks will get to your link later. Here's a good one for you to watch: Kim Iverson interviews David Martin, posted on Friday: "It’s

Much Worse Than You Think, Govt Corruption And The Creation Of Covid w/ David E. Martin, PhD" - -

rumble.com/v2dmq0e-its-much-worse-than-you-think-govt-corruption-and-t..  - a lot more history being discussed here, starting

with Anthrax and even earlier. (my note: guessing we may never see the judicial system handle this widespread crime against

humanity, rather it appears up to the public, as few or as many have awoken, to walk away from the existing highly corrupted

system). David keeps going as this is a long history, therefore a long interview.
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So "they" - the central banks, are introducing this 7 years ahead of plan and their 2030 schedule; yet that's not considered running

scared? My guess is by rushing their intentions out this early, big errors will be made. Of course, only time will tell.
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Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM
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What we are seeing is, men doing what they want to do rather than doing what they should do....and that is precisely what happens

when men turn away from God, who has commanded us to obey Him , for our own good. Since we, the world, has turned away from

God, He has seen Ht to let man do as he pleases. THIS RESULTS IN THIS DISASTER BECAUSE MEN ARE GIVEN OVER TO THEIR OWN

REPROBATE MINDS, to sin, without God's general grace over all. This is what the world looks like without the Creator God of the bible.

The ONLY thing which will turn this around is the power of God.....which is the true gospel, good news of Jesus Christ, without the

corruptions which exist in the churches now. God is sovereign. He is the answer always. Read and study the bible. Resist the devil

which is trying to have dominion over the whole earth through the vatican.
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That sums up the entire world in these times. Amen.
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Very well stated B&L...And we haven't started to see the real destruction that's yet to come..I just came across this video and

thought it might be of some interest to folks here.. https://youtu.be/FYt8sv4vzQs
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jhy7142
Joined On 3/10/2016 7:13:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RFK JR. speaks the truth on all the peop[e he spoe of but what he keeps alive is the Lab Leak Theory that keeps the whole

PLANDEMIC a_oat . There is no deadly virus now and never was from the beginning but if he and all others keep spreading that

lie everything will continue as usual . On the other hand if the real truth comes out that no one died of this so called deadly virus

and all deaths occurred from mistreatment and actual murder while being told they had covid from a test that was bogus . So

please if people are in step with their bogus virus theory you are just as guilty as those you speak out against . As much as I

respect RFK JR I believe he knows and this is why he is still making money selling books going against Fraudci . There is no

penalty for these people with the power structure that is place now . The Rabbit hole is much too clever for most to Hgure out . At

this point RFK JR doesnt want to be JFK ED .
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM
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Agree. Well said.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM
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BillandLauren, I agree this is what happens when men turn away from God. And you rightly see the corruption in the church and

vatican, which may indeed be the devil. Regarding the true gospel, i have no idea who is correct - Catholics, Protestants, Jews, or,

for that matter Hindus, Buddhists, or Taoists. I don't think it's Muslims, although I greatly respect their rejection of western

degeneracy. What I do know is most humans are unable to Hnd a decent path through life using their own intellect, and

Christianity provided the best thing so far, despite its failings and misuse by many evil church leaders. It's been replaced by

hugely destructive ideas that are leading us to total collapse. Which appears well-deserved best I can tell, since we're doing it

with eyes wide open and by choice. I say "we" meaning the general collective, plenty of individuals like those of us here know

better but we're a tiny slice of the whole.
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rrwallen
Joined On 10/2/2011 7:15:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They can’t push the narrative if we simply stop watching and listening. We all know the sources they are using to sell the fear and

propaganda, perhaps that is step one.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The problem is only a very small percentage of the populace knows about the lies, deceit and fear mongering..The evil hooks of

deception has been sunk in much to deep into those that are "asleep." in order for the Great Reset to be in effect, the great

slumber had to be in place, FIRST..
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jhy7142
Joined On 3/10/2016 7:13:35 AM
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Only when the true Devils are revealed and their claws are taken off our necks will we have our lives back . The protection runs

deep at all levels to keep it hidden .
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Piw6958
Joined On 3/19/2015 6:42:04 AM
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Where is our justice. If no one does anything about this, than who can we trust?
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM
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Piw perhaps it's high time we start trusting the one that created everything? But I know it's much too simple, and therefore highly

UNpopular at the moment..
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are none righteous, not one. The only One we can trust is the One who created all and loves us all unconditionally.
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joyceejohnson
Joined On 7/23/2018 10:22:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems to me that if there is going to be an end to this battle it must be a storming of the bastille type response to the evil going on---it

must begin with the takeover or overthrow of media control of us.  The power behind what is told to us and programmed into us on TV

certainly, and the Net. Slowly we watch a squirmish of, or a volley ball game of accusations _y back and forth. At one time Trump was

said to by "sources" that he was going to use the emerg. broadcast system to take over. But like all those contrived leaks of info, not by

him, they did not materialize.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds like you are suggesting we keep our powder dry. I would think that is getting easier by the week to comprehend.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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"THESE are the times that try men's souls. The summer soldier and the sunshine patriot will, in this crisis, shrink from the service

of their country; but he that stands it now, deserves the love and thanks of man and woman. Tyranny, like hell, is not easily

conquered; yet we have this consolation with us, that the harder the con_ict, the more glorious the triumph. What we obtain too

cheap, we esteem too lightly; it is dearness only that gives every thing its value. Heaven knows how to put a proper price upon its

goods; and it would be strange indeed if so celestial an article as FREEDOM should not be highly rated."  ~~~Thomas Paine, The

Crisis No. I (written 19 December 1776, published 23 December 1776) ~~~
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mercola_reader
Joined On 11/17/2008 2:39:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The behavior of our politicians www.youtube.com/watch
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Barbara Charis
Joined On 3/8/2007 9:13:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most in the know don't Hnd this surprising. It's absolutely sickening that a proHt -driven corporation was permitted to exist. There were

all kinds of multi-million dollar lawsuits against it for its toxic vaccines. The vaccine industry told its "friends" in Congress, it was being

forced out of business. - This meant a number of congressmen would be deprived of "beneHts." They got Congress to give Big Pharma a

special gift... NO LIABILTY for injuries and deaths??? Big Pharma would not be where it is today, if our government had not been

complicit. Most intelligent people are aware..and want Big Pharma to be held acoountable. Bombard our representatives with calls and

tell them to represent us or resign. No more accepting bribes from lobbyists.

President Trump intended to get rid of lobbyists and bureaucratic agencies. Agencies, funded by taxpayers must be disbanded: CDC,

EPA, FDA, USDA, etc. They also accept bribes to permit toxic industries to exist. Our representatives are elected to vote as we want; not

corporations. Lobbyists should never have been permitted to exist. Presient Trump was so hassled by a sore loser with a fake Russian

Collusion scam, the riots and the Pandemic it didn't happen. Big Pharma paid off congressmen thirty-seven years ago to pass The

National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986..and because of it... have amassed enough money to buy off the law and continue this

mass murder scenario without our government doing anything.
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

While I agree about so many toxins etc. compromising our health, I think believing that long covid doesn’t exist is as singleminded as

believing the shots are across the board safe and effective. I’ve got long Covid which gets better every week. It was no big deal to begin

with, just weird sensations and feelings of weakness in my hamstrings (which is weird because I do a lot of squats and walking lunges

so I can continue to independently get off the pot as I age). Makes me wonder about exercised muscles being more susceptible to

shots and or viruses.

My cough also lasted four months. I was never vaccinated nor will I ever be and I used the ivermectin/supplement/sunshine protocol

before throughout and continuing. I did well and continue to do so, but having a dangerous jab in our midst doesn’t mean the virus is

nothing. This issue doesn’t keep me from doing anything and I have energy, but this isn’t in my head. We don’t need to see the virus as

nothing to see how dangerous the vaccine can be and to call for truth.
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Joined On 3/10/2016 7:13:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

nan5159 I was sick also for more than 2 weeks but do not believe for one moment it was a from the so called 19 . I believe it was

some sort of poisoning of some type that took my body time to recover from .If they had gotten me into a bed and gave me their

death concoctions I would have been another stat for the media scare tactic . They have many ways to induce sickness to the

populace .
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avk1974
Joined On 8/11/2014 1:57:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A friend works for a prestigious university and is now mostly disabled after getting omicron so badly (which it wasn't even that bad of a

strain by that point) that they have severe long covid and cannot work. They are Hnally working from home like in a micro amount. This

person got covid after 3 V's mandated by the university. The V's obviously did not protect them from contracting the virus nor did it

prevent triggering of long covid. I wonder if the V's just simply made a lesser strain even harder to Hght off. 3 V's spouse caught the

virus and suffered from fatigue and stomach issues for months on and off.

Oh, did I mention 4 faculty in just that same department have long covid? To me that doesn't say anything for the eqcacy of V.... Also, I

just contacted someone I had been purchasing products from their business and they messaged back saying they are no longer in

business due to the health issues they are having. This person is also a faculty member at a university that mandated V's. I would really

like to know how many businesses out there are barely able to be functioning and offer services bc employees are unable to work.
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Otorongo
Joined On 4/16/2008 12:33:32 AM
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avk1974: Here's what I believe and it's diqcult to know exactly what is true anymore. I believe covid is a weaponized _u. Where it

came from, we'll never know. Only know this, it is patented. That says a lot. The PCR test doesn't test for it. Testing is nothing but

a scam, always has been. Who knows what the heck is on the end of the Loooong Q tip going up into your brain.???? Yikes! Yes

people are getting sick. There's no doubt about it. I've had "whatever it is" It was like the _u but without the vomiting and diarrhea.

Hmmm. Sinuses, fever off and on, aches and terrible gut pain as if I was being punched in the gut all day long. My back felt like

someone was beating me. 24 hrs after taking Ivermectin. Gone!

So, what was it, a parasite??? Where did it come from, did it fall from the sky with all the chem trails or what??? All I know is

Covid 19 in an anagram for CertiHcation Of Vaccine ID AI (ArtiHcial Intelligence) Not sure I believe in "long covid" Sound more like

the vax or jab, which isn't a vaccine that is actually giving people the disease because they didn't catch it and get natural

immunity. The shot is meant to destroy your immunity. Sound familiar? Satan comes to lie, steal and destroy. Whether it's your

life or your soul. He's got lots of demons working on his behalf mandating and willingly giving the vaccine/not a vaccine, to

destroy humanity. Because he hates God's creation, meaning us. God Bless and Many prayers for healing to your friends.
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brucerSeck
Joined On 3/4/2015 9:42:59 PM
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With all of this evidence popping up of pharma fraud and vaccines hurting and killing people, why is no one talking about repealing The

National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986?
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Who you going to repeal to . The octopus has more than 8 tentacles and has all the money in the world to keep buying more as

needed .
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slmbluebird
Joined On 1/16/2011 10:47:11 AM
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I have 2 sons in the military who were forced to take the jab. One son initially refused because it used fetal tissue and eventually was

allowed to take one that didn't use fetal tissue in the jab/during testing. in any case, since everyone in the military was forced to take

the jab, you might consider researching the rate of death of military members (or other industries where everyone had to take the jab).

This was a great interview. Thank you!
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fra6765
Joined On 10/28/2015 11:04:15 AM
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One of the leading causes of death now is "he was in good health".
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Jeremiah.8
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Gotcha
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Kitkatt
Joined On 2/27/2023 7:27:35 AM
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"Well educated", AND indoctrinated, so their common sense went out the window when they received the degree, and eventually

accepted the false narrative about the "safe and effective "vaccines"".
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM
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Isn't it ironic that when coffers and bottom lines are affected you see lotsa whistle blowing and stuff that just miraculously starts to

appear... My take is man by himself is completely powerless.. Here's a nice testament from Lee Stoneking and showing a most credible

way forward... https://youtu.be/Bmyx9qJkeQQ
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just wondering: if this article, well written and easy to understand, were given to every employee of every private company and govt

oqce to read, what portion of that bunch would do anything more than laugh and forget about it.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM
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Unfortunately, most are not interested in the truth.....they are dead in their sins and not able to love the truth.
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The same percentage that are doing something about it now.
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Meloton
Joined On 11/25/2020 8:04:44 AM
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Agreed Horsea. I have been sharing with coworkers and friends at my church about all of the negative effects of the covid shots

and mask wearing, yet 95% of them think I am delusional. Imagine that! We can do as much as we can, but it is up to others to

make their own decisions. This is a lifetime of conditioning we are dealing with, and it isn’t until people are willing to see the

truth, nothing can be done. Some of you continue posting links and evidence on this platform, but we already know what is going

on. It’s sharing with others that matters most until they decide to change their minds.

I have a dear friend whose mother just had another steroid injection at the ER due to severe coughing. She has had all of the

covid jabs and none of the doctors are helping her accurately. I shared the FLCCC info with my friend and encouraged her to have

her mother see my physician for immune boosting IV treatments. I hope they follow through, but time will tell. I am also curious

to see if my physician will order the labs that the FLCCC recommends on the protocol website. Take care and stay vigilant.

Prepare for the next manufactured crisis.
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, friends, for your replies. Meloton - I am so sorry for your woes with trying to show others the truth. I myself have 2

relatives who have had severe reactions from the killlshots, but they put them off to "stress". Well, I'd say that being poisoned is a

bit of a stress, wouldn't you? I leave them alone and keep my trap shut.  "Man proposes; God disposes".

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2023 1:08:34 PM
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why is Secretary Biden going after PM Putin for (war) crimes against humanity, when he should instead be focusing on Fauci for the

very same reason. nypost.com/2023/03/17/biden-says-iccs-arrest-warrant-for-putin-is-just..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2023 8:52:38 AM
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Grulla and where is President Harris, aka the laughing bubble head in all of this ??

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2023 9:02:22 AM
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GIN8275
Joined On 12/29/2011 8:00:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, read the whole article and it was not loaded up with hard-to-follow concepts. Nice to read these and understand.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2023 6:05:01 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The death and disability from the shots could easily exceed that from Covid 19" kept me from reading the article. Where did Covid 19

kill anyone all on it's own?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2023 6:03:55 AM
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

See my comment above. If you had the one assessing my condition 18 months ago, I would be dead.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2023 12:51:02 PM
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jhy7142
Joined On 3/10/2016 7:13:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Correct not one has died of DIVOC just murder by doctors .

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2023 8:30:31 PM
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BTLnewbie
Joined On 5/1/2021 3:38:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Section 8.3 of the actuarial report Ed Dowd relies on tries to make the point that excess deaths are slightly lower in states with higher

vax uptakes. What would be more interesting is to correlate the individual claims on which insurance companies are paying out, with

the individual's vaccination status and VAERS reports. The actual numbers for each insurance company should be small enough to

make this feasible. Insurance companies should be interested in this, as they ought to ask for vax status in setting future premiums.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2023 5:31:57 AM
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Mudstang98_203
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:26:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please follow the Fox(NOT)News- Dominion lawsuit and their internal communications to learn what most people have known for 15-20

years!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2023 4:50:30 AM
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Pet Rock
Joined On 5/5/2007 10:43:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not the greatest crime. The greatest crime is geoengineering. Dr. Mercola, please interview Dane Wigington. It is time.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/19/2023 10:22:24 AM
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope that as an MSM outlet...Fox...is voicing some of this info, it will penetrate many more trusting minds with the awful reality of that

which is being perpetrate right before our eyes and make them take actions that will help disintegrate the powers that should not

be...make them vanish the malfeasance into the ether...ashes to ashes...dust to dust. See it! Let us rebalance our planet before the pain

become too much for us to bear.
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cdimsda
Joined On 8/1/2021 11:48:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a nurse I’m seeing things that’s unimaginable.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/19/2023 6:38:55 AM
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bchristine
Joined On 7/1/2012 6:58:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

GREAT Interview! Although a former BlackRock Exec, I feel this man is credible and speaks the truth. He has 'seen the light' and is

coming forth with his experience to share with all.  As one who used to be a a 'Morning Joe' junkie; over the past few months I have

tuned into Fox - and especially Tucker Carlson - because they tell it like it is. I was getting smoke & mirrors on the other networks.  And

YES - people are dying more like never before. I have noticed it, but I'm not sure others have .... namely the 'vaxxed' .... just sayin'.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2023 7:22:30 PM
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Dowd believes there’s enough alarming data to warrant the COVID-19 shot program being stopped immediately, as the death and

disability from the shots could easily exceed that from COVID-19."  Absolutely but closing the barn doors after tens of millions of deaths

world-wide cannot be allowed to be the only action taken. This mass murder plan by Bill Gates (Mr. Population Control) along with the

Big Pharma corporations assisted by the U.S. government agencies FDA and CDC and the MSM and social media networks MUST NOT

BE ALLOWED TO WALK AWAY SCOTT FREE. This was a world-wide crime against humanity totally created for political reasons. All

perpetrators involved MUST BE PUNISHED to the highest extent possible. Doing nothing will only elicit another more worse event by

them.
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Otorongo
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I have always felt that SID "Sudden Infant Death" was from vaccines. The Medical establishment and parents that have experienced this

will never own it. No, instead it's about how the baby was laying, face up or face down, whether there was a blanket in the crip or a

pillow. Yes, sometimes these can have an impact. However, they never really came up with a reason and the babies did not vomit or

suffer from suffocation. So, just how did they "suddenly" die. What they never investigated, was whether these infants had just been

vaccinated, or spiked a fever, or had blood curdling screams before going to sleep. Hmmmm. Sound familiar??? So now we have SAD.

And quite frankly it is beyond SAD. It's murder! Parents, doctors and adults need to wake up to this. The pharma companies know and

have known this all along.
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Otorongo I totally agree the evil runs deep with the devils in charge .
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GeorgeHenry
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All I want to know is WHEN THE HELL ARE THESE MONSTERS GOING TO BE ARRESTED AND HELD ACCOUNTABLE. This is MASS

MURDER for goodness sakes. Enough with pussyfooting around. Never EVER trust the government and now you can't even trust your

doctor or anyone involved with public health.
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One can hardly compare South Africa to other countries for excess death rate. One must take into consideration the high murder rate in

the country, 7,000 people were murdered over three months.
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Mark Twain said a while back that it is easier to fool people than it is to convince them they have been fooled. That is what we are up

against, but we must not stop trying.
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Thank you Dr. Mercola. Great summary.
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i have noticed in the British Press that they are beginning to drip feed us that the jabs caused harm to a "few" people and are starting a

campaign to help them get compensation. I almost choked on my breakfast. Then realised that they could not cover this up for much

longer, hence the drip feeding, I will update when I see more articles, I have seen about 5 so far. I get a bit over excited when this

happens, almost like a kid "see I told you I was right"
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They are just doing it to make it look like they are transparent, and therefore very trustworthy...Watch closely to see what they are

going to morph into next...
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Jud547the “drip feeding” is also part of the elites controlling the narrative. They have always been aware of the effects and want

to draw conclusions for the rest of us.
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""No offense,"" but First of all, I don't trust Tucker Carlson any Further than I could Throw him as he seems to out-Lie even professionals

like John Santos, and Secondly, How in the Hell are WE to know Whom (Who) to Trust in the Hrst place - with all the Bullshit being

thrown around these days..????????....Is there a middle man (non-ProHt) we could use as a Referee - The Corbett report

perhaps.?...SURE w/b Nice....Thank You..
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I am not supporting Tucker Carlson but curious about his lies you are suggesting. Could you list at least 3 documented lies from

TC? I hear this a lot: "He/she lies all the time". I think it is a responsibility of anyone _at out accusing one of lying to support

those kinds of statements with examples. Or am I just p---ing in the wind with such a question?
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First, realize Tucker is not a reporter. Yet he is one of the few that does not censor. You can also watch Russell Brand, or a

plethora of writers on Substack. They are not censoring. They align with the same info you see or hear on Tucker. I can give you

plenty of links to follow, and you can pick and choose. You must look at all of them and decide for yourself, and think for

yourself. Russel is a super guy who became red-pilled, meaning he realized he was in the matrix and came out. It's not hard; it

just takes time
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Absolutely, Otis, fully support your reasonable request for speciHcs. That's the least one should deliver... unless part of

something unholy.
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From the bottom of the Article Doc provides the following - Sources and References 1 Yahoo February 4, 2023 2 Substack, A

Midwestern Doctor February 24, 2023 3 Bitchute, Tucker Carlson Interviews Ed Dowd February 25, 2023, 10:00 4 SOA Research

Institute, Group Life COVID-19 Mortality Survey Report, August 2022 5 Twitter February 1, 2022 6 Twitter, Ed Dowd February 2,

2022 7 Steve Kirsch Substack December 27, 2022 8 Bitchute, Tucker Carlson Interviews Ed Dowd February 25, 2023, 17:00 9

Bitchute, Tucker Carlson Interviews Ed Dowd February 25, 2023, 19:22 10, 11 Bitchute, Tucker Carlson Interviews Ed Dowd

February 25, 2023, 21:30 12 Phinance Technologies, Humanity Projects 13 Bitchute, Tucker Carlson Interviews Ed Dowd

February 25, 2023, 29:00 14, 15 FLCCC Alliance, I-RECOVER 16 FLCCC Alliance, I-RECOVER, Post-Vaccine Treatment Protocol
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If you read source #7 ALL the data is laid out for the various sub sets of vaxed and unvaxed, causes of deaths and rates for

2020-2022. It's not about T Carlson, he is a reporter like the rest. Dr M always has the sources of statements made, reading those

is very enlightening. It is about analyzing the data collected by insurance companies, the CDC, health departments.  Slinging mud

does not change the data. I feel for many of the vaxed as they had listened to politicians and reporters when making a health

decision. All the folks including Biden who called me a domestic terrorist and spreader of disease and those who have excluded

and preventing me from living my life peacefully I had no empathy or respect for.
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Thanks Otis for your great reaction. I don't like Tucker Carlson, but the questions he asked in his shows to expose lies are great,

therefor I will support him anyway. Because he was one of the few who dared to question the false Covid narrative from the very

beginning. Recently he was interviewed, and he explained why he goes against the Main Stream Media (MSM). In the past he had

supported the war against Iraq. But later he regretted it, after he found out that the war was based on lies, and that MSM had

supported those lies. This changed him to be more critical and question anything the government say to fool us, like Faucid, the

propaganda on Ukraine, etc. Also he exposes the WEF. Thank you Tucker for showing common sense and resistance against

harmful US policies and Global elite, thank you for being on our side.
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In my view, Tucker Carlson is sticking his neck out, and blowing whistles. Good man! I applaud him.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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Otis & "Davey" et al, "I am not supporting Tucker Carlson but curious about his lies you are suggesting". Consider the source(s),

as I have heard this kind of random talk numerous times over the years mostly all from liberal leftists, and usually without any

documentation, just blah, blah, blah! But then again, I can't listen to TC cuz he's not available in my area, as Dana Loesch is, and

the late Rush Limbaugh was. And I also don't get Fox paid cable news where TC (also?) is.
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Kitkatt
Joined On 2/27/2023 7:27:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ugh, there are a couple of things that come to mind: intuition and common sense. That's how.
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Richard Feynman said that science is the belief in the ignorance of experts. A response to a question, "Do you believe in

science?" He was the guy who showed Congress why the Callenger Mission was a disaster. Einstein said to never stop

questioning. Descartes said, "I doubt therefore I think. I think therefore I am." The I doubt part usually gets left out. So no matter

the source, one must not trust it without question. But any source can be useful if the info is run through the critical thinking

proccess.

I am a radical leftist, but if Trump or Tucker presents information, I will test it and verify or refute. Much does not pass the test

but some does. In 1956, I was shown by a man with a sixth grade education, how to pick out the truth in any newspaper or

broadcast. In the newspaper the truth, if there is any, is in the last two paragraphs. That means after you have been programmed

or are bored. With politicians he said, " Never listen to what they say. Watch what they do." Saved me from ever watching

candidate debates and saved a lot of time.

Since Perot ran for president they have eliminated anyone outside the Repugs or Dims. That prevented almost all the

entertainment value of debates. So Davey, good information can come from the most unexpected sources. Trust the critical

thiniking process for yourself and others including children. I do not trust even the Corbett Report though he made what I

consider the best, most entertaining and informative documentary . "How Big Oil Conquered the World", which I Hrst saw here.

Explains a lot.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Understand what the Five Eyes Alliance are. This is fascinating. When you think about the landscape right now, and think about what

has been the most egregious deployment of totalitarian measures in response to the Corona crisis, what are the nations that come to

mind? Australia, Canada, New Zealand. I argue that all three of those are now captured client states of the World Economic Forum. They

are no longer functioning as autonomous national entities. The United Kingdom and the United States. What ties them together?

The Five Eyes Alliance. The Security Consortium, they share data among each other and when they are prohibited from acting against

their own citizens, they have reciprocal arrangements so that for instance, MI-5, it acts against the United States citizens, CIA, NSA, and

other US agencies act against UK citizens. This is this reciprocal Five Eyes Alliance. It is the most powerful, intelligence organization in

the world, and its largely dominating global politics through exactly the type of strategies and tactics you just saw with that Hlm.

These people are trained to manipulate your mind... [to engineer your consent, like signing consent documents to accept soft kill

injected bioweapons designed to covertly kill you]. When seeking to understand what this means, you're forced to enter this bizarre,

shifting, surreal, psychological terrain. To understand it, you must temporarily suspend and restructure what you thought you knew

about truth, ethics, media, information, social organization, business, government, and the military.

In this total warfare landscape, there are no ethics. When Asim talks about what we've been subjected to, all of us have been subjected

to, Ryan Cole has been subjected to, there are no ethics. There are no ethical boundaries to what they will do. It is all about the

utilitarian means justify the ends. It's just an Ice Age Eugenical Cull... pure and simple.

rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../psywars-Hfth-generation-warfare
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To create new cognitive biases and propagate it out into the population without their being aware that it's being done to them. This is

completely different from classical warfare. It focuses on the individual observer and decision makers. It's diqcult or impossible to

attribute. It is truly leaderless and decentralized, which makes it incredibly powerful because no one could be taken out. The nature of

the attack is completely concealed. You never see it coming. What are the characteristics? Ambiguity of the opposing force. I've said

this. Ambiguity of the attack vector. You don't know what's being done to you and how it's being done.

Dopamine loops. These are the hits that you get on social media. Click, click, click. Oh, they like that. Oh, they didn't like that. Oh, look

how popular I am. Dopamine loops. Sovereignty is freedom from external control. Freedom from controlling in_uence. Okay, now let's

think about sovereignty. We talk about sovereign autonomous nation states. Those are treated as obsolete now. The World Economic

Forum does not recognize that as the future of human organization. They want a globalist, unelected, centralized command economy,

fourth industrial revolution, transhumanism world, and we've all seen that movie.

If the unlimited warfare battleground is for control of your mind, thoughts and emotions and all rules of engagement or ethical

boundaries are obsolete, then what does sovereignty even mean? What is world health when public health policy and pharmaceutical

interventions are transformed into just another Hfth generation warfare weapon? Here's the evidence. Militaries all over the western

world have been deployed against us. They're the ones that have been managing all this propaganda we've been subjected to. What

does this look like? GHOSTS IN THE MACHINE https://youtu.be/VA4e0NqyYMw  GoArmySOF www.youtube.com/.../videos
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM
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When seeking to understand what this means, you're forced to enter this bizarre, shifting, surreal, psychological terrain. To understand

it, you must temporarily suspend and restructure what you thought you knew about truth, ethics, media, information, social

organization, business, government, and the military. In this total warfare landscape, there are no ethics. When Asim talks about what

we've been subjected to, all of us have been subjected to, Ryan Cole has been subjected to, there are no ethics. There are no ethical

boundaries to what they will do.

It is all about the utilitarian means justify the ends. And for many of us, it's shocking. You cannot conceive of the world in which there

are no ethical boundaries. You can't conceive of warfare in which there's no guardrails. There's no consensus about the rules of

engagement, but that's what we're in right now. You have to completely park any idea of justice, right and wrong. All that is obsolete in

this battleHeld environment. As you step into this hellscape, set aside obsolete notions of fairness and rules. This is total unrestricted

information warfare, and you've been subjected to it for the last three years.

20th century organizational norms and social activism methods based on centralized leadership have become outdated and obsolete.

Get rid of them. That's how we lose. We are in a war of information and perception, which targets your cognitive biases, the cognitive

biases of individuals and organizations. That is the target. To transform those cognitive biases in ways that are in the interests of the

opponent, who in ideal 5th generation warfare, you never even know who they are.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
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5GW Psywar - THE GHOST IN THE MACHINE - The internet has changed everything, as we all know. Now, we're in a battle space where

the battleground is literally your mind. It is what you think, it is what you feel. It is what motivates you. That can all be manipulated, and

is manipulated on a daily basis. You experience it, of course, historically through, what we call in the States, Madison Avenue,

advertising technology. Asim was talking about processed foods. This is taking the psychological basis for advertising and

manipulation of behavior and thought, and weaponizing it against all of us, in an industrial way using this amazing information

distribution platform.

What's going to displace this? Who knows? But right now, that's what we're in. The composition of warfare is changing. The traditional

methods of waging war are evolving. Conventional techniques are in decline. Opportunities to use kinetic weapons have become highly

restricted. This is why this has to happen. We're seeing it in Ukraine, but for the rest of the world, people are not at liberty to go ahead

and engage in armed warfare in the traditional way.

They've had to seek newer tactics and tools, such as information warfare, asymmetric warfare, media propaganda warfare, hybrid

warfare. That's the new environment we're in. And the traditional clear divisions between combatant and non-combatant, and between

war time and peace time, have become gradients. We are all both combatants and non-combatants. Everything, the entire landscape,

has become a battleground. All nation states, everything.

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/psywars-Hfth-generation-warfare?utm_source=..
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Robert from Alberta Canada
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War Against The Weak, The Woke, The Feeble-minded, Multi-letter Libtards/Feminists. www.waragainsttheweak.com   Psyops Are Not

New, Just More Dangerous [Effective/Eqcient] March 17, 2023

www.activistpost.com/2023/03/psyops-are-not-new-just-more-dangerous.ht..  Eugenics works... and it's OK... just look at what

happens/happened to the herd when it's suppressed.
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Joined On 5/2/2016 6:02:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

you know you must be in an alternate universe when Tucker Carlson is your source of information
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

TC is a reporter not a source. Please read Dr M sources at the end of the article for the facts.
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jef9075
Joined On 3/24/2016 1:41:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I used to think that way as well.. but not any longer. He's one of many sources of information. When I watch, listen & read Dr.

Mercola ( and the vast majority of his readers), Glenn Greenwald, Matt Taibi, Dave Rubin, Jimmy Dore, Joe Rogan, Russel Brand,

Kim Iverson along with Tucker Carlson, I pretty much believe what they are reporting on is the truth.
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tucker is one of the few who tells the truth no matter who is involved.
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Joined On 3/10/2016 7:13:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

eligo7 please tell us your trusted source of info that you rely on .
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johnpage
Joined On 9/24/2021 2:40:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Been that way for couple of years now by the third shot your dead or living on borrowed time or with injuries i am sad to say, if i had one

wish granted in my life it would be that i wished that all those whom took the vax had the forsisight that i seem to have been born with

and they had realised right at the begining that the covid is a scam its no more than an horrid cold, the killer wears a white coat of

benovelance and says all the right things to gain your trust then when your not looking it stabs you in the back its name is VAX CINE
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think what is going to happen as a result of all that you are saying, Johnpage, is that bigpHARMa is going to take a fall. A loss in

credibility will be the reason for that. People will wake up, and already are starting to. Alas, it is true, pain and suffering is what

breaks denial. And the pain, the suffering of loss from sudden adult deaths, from medical maiming, from merely knowing that

this is a genetic modiHcation shot with messenger RNA, is enough for people to really wake up. Already people are blogging on

mainstream sites about the clot shot, the death shot, you get my drift....I think bigpHARMa is going to take a fall, and people are

going to defect in droves to natural medicine, because of the "Side effects" (medical damage/maiming in extreme cases, deaths

even worse) and wanting to Hnd solutions. bigpHARMa is shooting itself in the foot. It's true. The wheat is being sorted from the

chafe, and at the end of the tunnel comes the light. God bless.
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slmbluebird
Joined On 1/16/2011 10:47:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are a lot of people like you who were born and raised NOT to trust the government, the "experts" and who don't "go along

with the crowd". What a blessing to have that kind of upbringing!
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Covid is NOT just a horrid cold. Stop pushing that narrative. Myself and others I know were incapacitated and almost died, but

remained at home UN shot up with poisons in the hopes that we would avoid the hospital and their cull protocols. Whatever covid

was, it was INTENDED to cause death. When I began to slip away with pneumonia after 8 days of severe illness, I became

delirious and severely dehydrated. The other two in my household were equally sick and had no idea of my condition. Thankfully,

the one who had gotten ill Hrst came to check on me and realized the situation. I was fortunate the lunatic that was

masquerading as a doctor at the tiny clinic I found just gave me antibiotics.

I was also able to avoid any meaningful penetration of the nasal swab as my nose was bleeding and I could barely sit upright. As

for 'long covid' I am 18 months post illness and still not well. I am not overweight, eat organic and run/power walk 3 miles a day

for 40 years. Stop pushing that lie and discrediting the experience of others. You are being divisive for no good reason and we

know where that leads.. This is a HUMAN tragedy. The entire population of this sad old world is at stake.
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cakesjean
Joined On 9/10/2008 1:03:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sadly, many people were fully aware of the scam, but were left with no choice because they were faced with the sad reality of

losing their jobs and livelihood. Job or jab! Fathers and mothers had no choice. How were they to feed and house their family if

they had no monthly income?
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Otorongo
Joined On 4/16/2008 12:33:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

cakesjean: Everyone does has a choice. Not an easy one, but life is not easy. When one door closes another opens. People do not

have enough Faith and so they go on and on with, "I'll lose my job.' There are worse things, like losing losing your health or worse,

losing your life. Then guess what? You will lose your job and your lively hood and your entire family will suffer.
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